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 The goal in automatic programming is to get a computer to perform a task by 
telling it what needs to be done, rather than by explicitly programming 
it.With considers the task of automatically generating a computer program to 
enable an autonomous mobile robot to perform the task of following the wall 
of an irregular shaped room. During the evolution of solutions using genetic 
programming (GP) there is generally an increase in average tree size without 
a corresponding increase in fitness-a phenomenon commonly referred to as 
bloat. Many different bloat control methods have been proposed. This paper 
review, evaluate, implementation and comparison of these methods in wall 
following problem and the most appropriate method for solving bloat 
problem is proposed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Genetic Programming (GP) is the automated learning of computer programs [2, 3]. Theoretically, it 
can solve any problem whose candidate solutions can be measured and compared, making it a widely 
applicable technique. Furthermore, the solutions found by GP are usually provided in a format that users can 
understand and modify to their needs. But its high versatility is also the cause of some difficulties. Users 
must set a number of parameters related to several aspects of the evolutionary process, some of which may 
influence the search process so strongly as to actually prevent an optimal solution to be found, if set 
incorrectly. And even when a reasonable match between problem and parameters is achieved, a major 
problem remains, one that has been studied for more than a decade: code growth [1]. 

The search space of GP is virtually unlimited and programs tend to grow in size during the 
evolutionary process. Code growth is a healthy result of genetic operators in search of better solutions, but it 
also permits the appearance of pieces of redundant code that increase the size of programs without improving 
their fitness. many different bloat control methods have been proposed. 

This paper review, evaluate, implementation and comparison of these methods in wall following 
problem. The next section deals with bloat, describing the main theories regarding why it occurs. Section 3 
describes the Dynamic Limits in detail, while Sect. 4 describes Variations on size and depth problems and 
Section 6 reports the results of the comparisons among the different techniques, while Sect. 6 discusses them 
and presents some considerations on the usage of limit restrictions in GP. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes and Sect. 
8 provides ideas for future work. 
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2. BLOAT 
When Koza published the first book on GP [3], most of the evolved programs therein contained 

pieces of code that did not contribute to the solution and could be removed without altering the results 
produced. Besides imposing a depth limit to the trees created by crossover to prevent spending computer 
resources on extremely large programs, Koza also routinely edited the solutions provided at the end of each 
run to simplify some expressions while removing the redundant code. 

Two years later, Angeline remarked on the ubiquity of these redundant code segments and, based on 
a slight biological similarity, called them introns [7]. In spite of classifying them as extraneous, unnecessary 
and superfluous, Angeline noted that they provided crossover with syntactically redundant constructions 
where splitting could be performed without altering the semantics of the swapped sub trees. Referring to 
some studies where the introduction of artificial introns was helpful or even essential to the success of 
genetic algorithms, Angeline revels in the fact that introns emerge naturally from the dynamics of GP. He 
even goes as far as to state that ‘‘it is important then to not impede this emergent property as it may be 
crucial to the successful development of genetic programs’’ [7]. 

It is possible that introns may provide some benefits. A non-intuitive effect that introns may have in 
GP is code compression and parsimony. It is not the bloated code full of redundant a segment that is 
parsimonious, but the effective code that remains after removing the introns. Under specific conditions, 
particularly in the presence of destructive crossover, there is evidence that the existence of introns in the 
population results in shorter and less complex effective solutions .Compact solutions are thought to be more 
robust and generalize better [8]. Introns also do seem to provide some protection against the destructive 
effects of crossover and other genetic operators [9, 8] although this may not always be helpful. The usage of 
explicitly defined artificial introns has yielded generally good results in linear GP [10, 11], but in tree based 
GP it usually degraded the performance of the search process [13]. 

Regardless of its possible benefits to GP, the side effects of intron proliferation are very serious. 
Computational resources may be totally exhausted in the storage, evaluation and swapping of code that 
contributes nothing to the final solution, preventing GP from performing the effective search needed to find 
better solutions. Bloat is now widely recognized as a pernicious phenomenon that plagues most progressive 
search techniques based on discrete variable-length representations and using fixed evaluation functions [14, 
15]. Bloat control has become a very active research area in GP, already subject to different theoretic and 
analytic studies [10]. Several theories concerning why bloat occurs have been advanced, and many different 
bloat control methods have been proposed. 

Luke observed that underlying causes of code bloating contains Hitchhiking, Defense against 
Crossover, Removal Bias, Fitness Causes Bloat and Modification Point Depth. Then it coined that the code 
bloating in evolutionary computation field is identified with the C-value Paradox in the biology [12]. 
Therefore, if no any restrictions adding to genetic operations, code bloating is inevitable in GP. Just like 
Luke said in [6], “In a very real sense, bloating makes genetic programming a race against time, to find the 
best solution possible before bloat puts an effective stop to the search.” For further information on bloat see 
[16].  

 
 

3. DYNAMIC DEPTH LIMIT 
Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth [4] is a bloat control technique inspired by the traditional static 

limit. It also imposes a depth limit on the individuals accepted into the population, but this one is dynamic, 
meaning that it can be changed during the run. The dynamic limit is initially set with a low value, but at least 
as high as the maximum depth of the initial random trees. Any new individual who breaks this limit is 
rejected and replaced by one of its parents instead (as with the traditional static limit), unless it is the best 
individual found so far. In this case, the dynamic limit is raised to match the depth of the new best-of-run and 
allow it into the population. Figure 1 shows the pseudo code of this procedure. The result is a succession of 
limit risings, as the best solution becomes more accurate and more complex. 

Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth does not necessarily replace the traditional depth limit: both 
dynamic and fixed limits can be used at the same time (not shown in Figure 1). When this happens, the 
dynamic limit always lies somewhere between the initial tree depth and the fixed depth limit. The simplicity 
of Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth makes it easy to use with any set of parameters and/or coupled with other 
techniques for controlling bloat. 

The dynamic limit may also be used for another purpose besides controlling bloat. In real world 
applications, one may not be interested or able to invest a large amount of time in achieving the best possible 
solution, particularly in approximation problems. Instead, one may consider a solution to be acceptable only 
if it is sufficiently simple to be understood, even if its accuracy is known to be worse than the accuracy of 
other more complex solutions. Plus, shorter solutions tend to generalize better (Sect. 2). One way to avoid the 
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over-specialization of the solutions found by GP is to choose termination criteria that will not force the 
evolutionary process to go on indefinitely in search of a perfect solution. A less stringent stop condition 
yields a somewhat inaccurate solution, but one that is also simpler and hopefully generalizes better. 
However, setting the right stop condition may be a major challenge in itself, as one cannot predict the 
complexity needed to achieve a certain level of accuracy. By starting the search with a low dynamic limit for 
tree depth, the search is forced to concentrate on simple solutions first. The limit is then raised when a new 
solution is found that is more complex, but also more accurate, than the previous one. As the evolution 
proceeds, the limit is repeatedly raised as more and more complex solutions achieve increasingly higher 
levels of accuracy. Regardless of the stop condition, the Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth technique can in 
fact provide a series of solutions of increasing complexity and accuracy, from which the users may choose 
the one most adequate to their needs. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Pseudo code of the basic Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth procedure (with no static limit) 
 
 
4. VARIATIONS ON SIZE AND DEPTH 

The original Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth was soon extended to include additional variants: a 
heavy dynamic limit, called heavy because it falls back to lower values whenever allowed, and a dynamic 
limit on size instead of depth. Figure 2 shows the general acceptance procedure (including all the variants, 
using no static limit) that all newly created individuals must pass before being accepted into the new 
generation. This is an extension of the procedure in Figure 1. Only the shaded parts are completely new. Both 
the new code and the small differences in the common code will be explained in the next sections. Any 
individual that does not meet the size/depth/fitness requirements of the Dynamic Limits method will not be 
accepted by this procedure, but instead replaced by one of its parents. 
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Figure 2. Pseudo code of the general Dynamic Limits acceptance procedure (all variants, no static limit).  
 
 
This is an extension of the procedure in Figure 1. Only the shaded code is completely new 

 
 

5.  HEAVY DYNAMIC LIMIT 
Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth is capable of withstanding a considerable amount of parsimony 

pressure, as proven by the results obtained by initializing the dynamic limit with the lowest possible value, 
the maximum depth of the initial random trees [4] (Sect. 3.1.2). So there seems to be no reason why the limit 
should not be allowed to fall back to lower values in case the depth of the new best individual becomes lower 
than the current limit, an occurrence which is actually very common. So the first variation introduced to the 
original Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth is the Heavy dynamic limit, one that accompanies the depth of the 
best individual, up or down, with the sole constraint of not going lower than its initialization value [5]. An 
additional variation is the VeryHeavy limit, similar to the heavy variant but allowed to fall back even below 
its initialization value. Both these variants are covered in the second shaded block of Figure 2. 

As expected, whenever the limit falls back to a lower value, some individuals already in the 
population immediately break the new limit, becoming ‘illegals’. There was a vast range of options to deal 
with them, the more drastic being their immediate removal from the population, possibly replacing them by 
new random individuals. However, since these new ‘illegals’ could be the ones who managed to produce the 
new best individual, eliminating them could be harmful for the search process. A much softer option was 
adopted: the ‘illegals’ are allowed to remain in the population as if they were not breaking the limit, but when 
breeding, their children cannot be deeper than the deepest parent. This naturally and gradually places the 
population within limits again. The first shaded block of Figure 2 deals with choosing the right limit (my 
limit i) to use for the new individual, depending on whether it has illegal parents. The first comparison 
involving the variable dynamic limit in Figure 1 (if size_i <= dynamic_limit) is now performed using the 
variable my_limit_i in Figure 2 ( if size_i <= my_limit_i ) . 
 
 
6. DYNAMIC SIZE LIMIT 

Even though bloat is known to affect many other search processes using variable length 
representations (Sect. 2), depth limits cannot be used on non tree-based GP systems. Extending the idea of a 
dynamic limit to other domains must begin with the removal of the concept of depth, replacing it with the 
concept of size. The second variation on the original Dynamic Maximum Tree Depth is the usage of a 
dynamic size limit, where size is the number of nodes [5]. If a static limit is to be used along with this 
dynamic limit, it should also be on size, not depth. The variable depth_i of the pseudo code in Figure 1 is 
now called size_i in Figure 2, although it can refer to either size or depth. 

Tree initialization in tree-based GP also typically relies on the concept of depth. This is the case 
with the popular Grow, Full, and Ramped Half-and-Half initialization methods [3]. Both Grow and Full 
methods create trees by adding random nodes until a maximum specified depth. The Grow method adds 
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internal or terminal nodes, except at the maximum depth, where the choice is restricted to terminals. This 
creates trees with different shapes and sizes. The Full method creates balanced trees, with all terminal nodes 
at the maximum depth. It does this by adding random internal nodes except at the maximum depth, where it 
selects only terminals. The Ramped Half-and-Half method is a combination of the two, where half the 
population is initialized with Grow, and the other half with Full. In each half trees are created with depth 
limits ranging from 2 to a specified maximum value, ensuring a very diverse initial population. 

When using the dynamic size limit, it makes no sense to keep using depth as a restriction on tree 
initialization. So a modified version of the Ramped Half-and-Half initialization method was created [5], 
where an equal number of individuals are initialized with sizes ranging between 2 and the initial value of the 
dynamic size limit. For each size, half or the individuals are initialized with the Grow method, and the other 
half with the Full method, that have also been modified to fit the size constraints only. In the modified Grow 
method, the individual grows by addition of random nodes (internal or terminal) without exceeding the 
maximum specified size; the modified Full method chooses only internal nodes until the size is close to the 
specified, and only then chooses terminals. Unlike the original Full method, it may not be able to create 
individuals with the exact size specified, but only close (and never exceeding). Figure 3 shows the pseudo 
code of both methods. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Pseudo code of the modified Grow and Full initialization methods 
 
 

7. WALL FOLLOWING PROBLEM 
Mataric [17] described the problem of controlling an autonomous mobile robot to perform the task 

of following the walls of an irregular room. The robot is capable of executing the following five primitive 
motor functions: moving forward by a constant distance, moving backward by a constant distance, turning 
right by 30 degrees, turning left by 30 degrees, and stopping. The robot has 12 sonar sensors which report the 
distance to the nearest wall. Each sonar sensor covers a 30 degree sector around the robot. In addition, there 
was a sensor for the STOPPED condition of the robot. Figure 4 shows an irregularly shaped room and the 
distances reported by the 12 sonar sensors. The robot is shown at point (12, 16) near the center of the room. 
The north (top) wall and west (left) wall are each 27.6 feet long. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Irregular room with robot with 12 sonar sensors located near middle of the room 
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8. EXPERIMENTS 
All the experiments were performed on tree-based GP using my java code [??] Wall following 

problem was chosen to test, and this is a first research of bloat problem in wall following. 
 
8.1. Process of Work: 
The problem is solved using a GP. 
Gene: A Scheme program that is represented by a Tree (Like a compiler AST). 
(a) Terminals: {SS0…SS11, EDG, SS, MSD} 
EDG == 2.3, SS ==minimum of all sensors, MSD == 2.0. 
SS0..SS11 are the sensors in a 30 degree interval, and each returns the distance to the first intersected wall.  
(b) Functions: {PLUS, IFLTE, PROGN2, TL, TR, MB, MF} 
All the functions are taken from the article, except PLUS that takes 2 arguments and return their sum. TL, 
TR, MB, MF – moves the robot and returns the minimum of SS2 and SS3. IFLTE - equals to "if less then 
equal then else". PROGN2 takes 2 arguments evaluates both of them and returns the second. All the 
functions that make the robot move take one time step. 
 
Fitness function: 

The fitness function is the number of tiles (out of 56) that the robot moves through them. Each robot 
has 400 time steps to simulate, and if there is no change from the last evaluation we will stop the evaluation 
loop. Selection method: Fitness proportion function, using roulette wheel sampling. Population size = 500. 
Num of generations = 51. Crossover: Pc = 0.9. 
The cross over is done between sub trees, the sub tree is picked randomly. Mutation: Pm = 0.01. In our case 
the mutation objective is to reduce tree size. It will pick a sub tree and replace it with a new sub tree of  
depth 1. 
 
Steps / Process: 
1.      Initial population calculated randomly, all the trees are complete in depth of 2. 
2.1    Fitness calculation. 
2.2   apply dynamic depth method [1] 
2.3   apply heavy method (size/depth) [1] 
2.4   apply falls back method (lower values) [1] 
3.      Selection. 
4.      Crossover and mutation. 
5.      Moving to next generation. 

One of the problems in GP is that the Tree – Code have the tendency to grow throughout the 
generations. We tried to moderate the problem using tree method and mutation function (with probability of 
Pm=0.01), we replaced a random sub tree with a new tree of size 1. This should cause the tree – code to 
reduce its size. The Fitness function doesn't take into account the length of the path, and number of time steps 
needed to complete "collecting" all the tiles. So we tried to replace the Fitness function with a new Function. 
F1 = (Tiles stepped on) + factor /(Time steps) + factor /(Wall collisions). Where Tiles stepped on - the 
number of Tiles that the robot "picked" during the run. Time steps – the number of time steps that took the 
robot to complete the mission (max 400) .Wall collisions – the number of walls that the robot collided during 
the run. The new fitness function had no effect on the evolution progression, so we decided to drop the idea. 
You can also see the despite the fact that the robot didn't take the above data it found a very short way to 
solve the problem.  You can see clearly the increasing value of the average and best fitness during the 
generations. It confirms the correctness of using GP to solve this problem. In the simulated plot of generation 
30, 40, 51 you can see an interesting behavior at the beginning of the robot path, it does some unexplained 
loops. We witnessed the same behavior in Koza's article. 

 
 

9. RESULTS 
This section presents the results of all the experiments. Several plots and their brief and Best Tree 

Depth for blot descriptions are presented. Figure 5 shows a boxplot of the best fitness of run and shows the 
evolution of the best fitness along the run. And Compare canonical GP with new method in standard room 
and new room are presented. 
A.1 output in canonical GP in standard room 
Best individual: 49 
Best Tree Depth: 5 
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(IFLTE (PROGN2 (IFLTE S06 (PROGN2 (PROGN2 MF S11) (PROGN2 S11 MF)) (PROGN2 MB S10) 
(PROGN2 S04 S09)) MF) (PROGN2 (IFLTE EDG TL TR MB) MSD) MF TR) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.1.  Output in canonical GP 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.2. Output in canonical 
 
 
A.2 output with new methods in standard room   
Best individual: 50 
Best Tree Depth: 3 
(IFLTE (IFLTE MF MF MF S00) (IFLTE S08 MB S05 TR) (IFLTE TL MF MF MF) (PROGN2 (IFLTE TR  
S10 S02 MF) MF)) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.1.  Output with new method 
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Figure 6.2. Output with new method 
 
 
B1. output in canonical GP in new room1  
Best individual: 54 
Best Tree Depth:  6 
(IFLTE (IFLTE S00 MF (PROGN2 (PLUS (PROGN2 S01 (IFLTE MF MF MF MF)) (PROGN2 (PROGN2 
TR MB) MB)) S02) MF) S08 MF MF) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7.1. Output in canonical GP 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7.2. Output in canonical GP 
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B2. output with new method  in new room1 
Best individual: 54 
Best Tree Depth:  4 
(IFLTE (IFLTE MB (IFLTE S00 MB MB MB) (IFLTE MB EDG MB MB) MB) (IFLTE MB MB MB 
(IFLTE TL MB MB MB)) (IFLTE MF S10 TR (IFLTE EDG MB MB MB)) (IFLTE MF TR (IFLTE S00 
MB (IFLTE MSD S09 MF TR) MB) TR 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8.1. Output with new method 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8.2. Output with new method 
 
 
C1. output in canonical GP in new room2   
Best individual: 33 
Best Tree Depth:  6 
(PROGN2 (IFLTE S09 (IFLTE (IFLTE MF (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB ) MF) (IFLTE TR SS 
MB MB) (PROGN2 SS S070)) MF (IFLTE (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF) MF (IFLTE TR  
SS MB MB) (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS  MB MB) MF)) MF) (IFLTE (IFLTE (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE 
TR SS MB MB) (PROGN2 S05 S03)) MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF) (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS 
MB MB) MF) (IFLTE S09 (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) S09) (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF) 
(IFLTE (IFLTE (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) (PROGN2 S05 S03)) MF (IFLTE TR SS MB 
MB) MF) (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF) (IFLTE S09 (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB 
MB) S09) (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF) MF)) (PROGN2 (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) 
(PROGN2 SS S070)) MF)) (IFLTE (IFLTE (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) (PROGN2 S05 S03)) 
MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF) (IFLTE S09 MF (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) (IFLTE S09 (IFLTE S09 MF 
(IFLTE TR SS MB MB) (PROGN2 SS S070)) (IFLTE TR SS MB MB) MF)) MF MF)) 
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Figure 9.1. Output in canonical GP 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9.2. Output in canonical GP 
 
 
C2. output with new method  in new room2   
Best individual: 30 
Best Tree Depth:  2 
(IFLTE (IFLTE MF S09 S06 MF) MF (PLUS MB TR) S02) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10.1. Output with new method 
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Figure 10.2. Output with new method 
 
 
10. CONCLUSION 

This paper was reviewed and evaluated implementation and comparison of these methods in wall 
following problem and the most appropriate method for solving bloat problem has been proposed. 
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